Icelandic Adventure for Two

Spend four nights at Hotel Borg in the heart of Reykjavik. Experience the fascinating and mesmerizing natural phenomenon known as the Northern Lights, an absolute must while in Iceland. And enjoy the Blue Lagoon, voted best spa worldwide by Conde as well as one of the 25 wonders of the world by National Geographic.

Experience Includes:

 вопоп Four (4) Nights Hotel Accommodation in a Standard Room at the Hotel Borg in Downtown Reykjavik

Located across from Althingi, the Icelandic parliament and the cathedral. The Borg, which has become one of Reykjavik’s landmarks, is conveniently located within walking distance of variety of restaurants, businesses, souvenir shops, art galleries and specialty shops.

 вопоп An Evening Northern Lights Explorer Tour for Two (2)

On this tour, you will be picked up at your hotel in a custom-built 4 x 4 super jeep by an expert Northern Lights guide. You will leave the lights of the city behind and head into the darkness to search for the Northern Lights. While searching you might travel through some of Iceland’s most spectacular natural sights. Tour last approximately 4 hours and will be with a small group.

 вопоп Admission for Two (2) to Blue Lagoon Thermal Hot Springs

The local natural wonder that is perhaps most ingrained in the fabric of Icelandic culture is the bounty of geothermal energy, the naturally heated water that powers lives and heats homes, baths and pools, public as well as private. Included in your admission is: entrance to the Blue Lagoon, a silica mud mask, algae mask, bathrobes slippers, and towels, 1st drink of choice, table reservation at LAVA restaurant and a sparkling wine at LAVA.

Terms & Conditions:

Available September 1st - April 15th

Subject to Availability. Blackout Dates May Apply. Hotel Based on Double Occupancy. Must be at Least 6 Years Old. Must be Booked Within 12 Months and Traveled Within 18 Months of Certificate Issue Date.

$1,500 Airline Travel Gift Card